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The LIGHTS program, established almost 10 years ago, is an example of what citizens 
and communities can do when they work together to support people in need. In  
partnership with Community Living Toronto and the Ontario provincial government,  
Ministry of Children, Community and Social Services (MCCSS), LIGHTS leverages  
private philanthropic dollars to connect people who have an intellectual disability with 
unique cost-effective housing options that would otherwise not have been available. 
 
The results are clear. LIGHTS changes lives at a fraction of the cost of standard  
interventions. On average, the LIGHTS model can support four people for the same  
cost as one person in a traditional support model.  
 
Despite this cost-effective success, LIGHTS is only able to support its families for up to 
five years due to limited financial resources. When the program started, the Ontario  
government had a long-term residential housing fund into which families could  
potentially transition upon leaving LIGHTS. Since this is no longer available, MCCSS 
has accepted our LIGHTS “graduates”, one person at a time, when they needed to move 
on from LIGHTS after 5 years.  
 
The actual cost of a LIGHTS home is about $30,000 annually with approximately 
$20,000 coming from LIGHTS donor dollars, and the rest coming from families and  
government (ODSP, Passport). A traditional group home for an individual with average 
needs costs between $98,000 - $104,000 annually per person. 
  
With a mandate to cut red tape through  
finding efficiencies, the new provincial  
government has committed to protecting what 
matters most while finding opportunities to  
restrain spending. LIGHTS presents a perfect  
opportunity for government to stretch very  
limited public funds by building on an existing 
strategy that is already achieving  
cost-effective results while leveraging private 
dollars.  
 
This year, LIGHTS 5-year funding program will 
end for 10 people. Without our support, or support from MCCSS, these individuals may 
be forced to move back home or fall into crisis. 
 
LIGHTS has proven that its housing model can leverage family and community capacity 
and maximize citizen independence. Use of this program results in lower long-term costs 
- both for individuals participating in the program, and for our government funders - as 
well as an improved quality of life for both the individuals who have an intellectual  
disability and their families.  

Maddie, Laura, and Karen cooking together  
in the kitchen! 



 

 

 

Our Mission 
Through partnership with families, philanthropists, government, and established agencies, LIGHTS will make  
supportive housing a reality for individuals with an intellectual disability. As a result, these citizens and their families  
will have a greater quality of life. 
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Continue the Championship celebration with friends and family with 
the opportunity to shoot some hoops on the same court as  

the Toronto Raptors while enjoying great food, lots of fun for  
everyone and maybe a celebrity sighting or two! 

 
Tickets are available now at LIGHTS.to 

 
Sponsorship opportunities are also available starting at $3,500.  
Sponsorships include tickets for you and people supported by  

Community Living Toronto. 
 

Need more info? Contact Dawn Mader at dmader@rogers.com  

LIGHTS and Community Living Toronto are asking the provincial  
government to partner with families by endorsing their annual funding 
after LIGHTS 5-year funding ends, so individuals can continue to 
thrive in their new homes and communities. This will leverage the  
millions of dollars of private donations that we raise, and help families 
who have taken the initiative to help themselves.  By renewing its 
commitment as a full partner in supporting LIGHTS families, our  
government  can help address the residential waitlist, avoid future 
crises in these families, and come a bit closer to reaching their man-
date of restoring balance to Ontario’s fiscal health. 
 
More and more, families want to follow their own path, creating a  
future living situation for their son or daughter that is individualized 
and fosters their independence. They are waiting until this can  
happen.  Uncertainty about how their government will support them 
after 5 years of LIGHTS funding has lengthened their wait. Supporting 
their independence now will mean reduced intervention and costs in 
the future. 
 
To find efficiencies, we hope the government will look to LIGHTS as  
a strong example of how we can work together to find sensible  
solutions to critical issues, while also being fiscally responsible.  
 
As a partner of LIGHTS since its inception in 2011, the government 
has previously recognized the importance of building an inclusive and 
equitable society, one that includes young Canadians of all abilities! 
And so did you, our faithful and generous donors and friends. Thank 
you for your continued support and ongoing belief in our mission. 

Shoot the Six - A fundraiser for LIGHTS 
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FACTS & FIGURES 
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Our Vision 
Enabling citizens with an intellectual disability to live in a home of their own, thereby enriching our communities. 



 

 

LIGHTS is a partnership between donors, volunteers, families and government.  The following represents 
LIGHTS donors and sponsors with cumulative or committed giving in the amount of $5,000 or more.    
 
$1,000,000 +   Li Ka Shing (Canada) Foundation, Robert and Mary Pat Armstrong 
 
$250,000 to $499,999   Anonymous, John Clark, Minto Corporate Services Inc., The Harold E. Ballard Foundation 
 
$100,000 to $249,999   BMO Financial Group, CIBC, George and Katherine Dembroski, Greg and Linda Cochrane and 
The Cochrane Family Foundation, Harry E. Foster Foundation, Patsy and Jamie Anderson, The John C. and Sally  
Horsfall Eaton Foundation, The Henry White Kinnear Foundation, TD Bank Group, R. Howard Webster Foundation 
 
$50,000 - $99,999   Don K. Johnson, E.W. Bickle Foundation, RBC Foundation, Rick and Priscilla Brooks-Hill, Roger  
Greenberg, Scotiabank, The Catherine and Maxwell Meighen Foundation, The McLean Foundation, W. Robert and Gail  
Farquharson 
 
$25,000 - $49,999   CIBC Mellon, Daniel F. Sullivan, Donald Brown, Henry and Victoria Eaton, Kopas Family Foundation, 
Prestantia Management Group Limited, Robert Grundleger, Robert Kerr Foundation, The Greey Lennox Foundation,  
The Honourable Margaret McCain, The Ward Family Foundation, Tom MacMillan 
 
$10,000 - $24,999   10033570 Canada Inc., A. Britton Smith Foundation, Barry Cooper, Carol June McLean, Chris and 
Joanne Lang, Dale and Dawn Hooper, David and Ann Doritty, David Knight, Don and Sheila Bayne, E-L Financial  
Corporation Limited, Geoffrey Wilson, Hugh Mackenzie, Jackman Foundation, John Hunkin, Judy and Doug Biggar, 
Levan Family Foundation (a fund held within the Oakville Community Foundation), Marilyn and Charlie Baillie, Toronto 
Real Estate Association, Peter Goring, Richard Stoneman, Robert and Joan Wright, Robert W. Korthals and Janet  
Charlton, Roger and Maureen Parkinson, Shelagh and David Wilson Fund at Toronto Foundation, Susan and Thomas 
d'Aquino, Ted Conrod and Sally Armstrong, The Million Dollar Roundtable Charitable Foundation, Tim and Francis Price, 
Torys LLP 
 
$5,000 - $9,999   Bruce and Karen Etherington, Capital Group, Carol Gray, Chris and Diane Keating, David and Barbara 
Payne, David and Jan Stewart, David and Judy Galloway, Empire Life, F.K. Morrow Foundation, Flavelle Family  
Foundation, George E. Nutter, George Enns, Gerald and Nancy Machtinger, Ira Gluskin and Maxine Granovsky Gluskin 
Charitable Foundation, Jordan and Lynne Elliott Family Foundation, Kiwanis Club of Toronto Foundation, Robert and  
Karen Glass, Robert Comish, Robert M. Ogilvie, Spin Master Ltd., The Christina Mary Hendrie Trust, The Ralph M.  
Barford Foundation 
 
We would like to recognize the following events for their fundraising contributions to LIGHTS and the many  
other donors and event supporters not listed above - An Evening with Arthur Fleishman, LIGHTS Golf Gathering, 
PLAY IT FORWARD Tennis Gala and Skate the Six. 
 
Supporting the dreams of people who have intellectual disabilities is only possible through the support of many.  Please 
use the enclosed envelope to renew your gift or help spread the word by sharing this newsletter.  Donations are made 
payable to Community Living Toronto or donate online at LIGHTS.to.  Additional copies or e-versions of this newsletter 
can be obtained by contacting Sylvie Labrosse, Manager, Fundraising at 647-588-9465 or sylvie.labrosse@cltoronto.ca.   
 
The above information is correct at the time of printing.  We apologize for any errors or omissions.  
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THANK YOU! 
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